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Two mates turned their random messages into a surreal stage show.
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Preview

Tamlyn Henderson and Warwick Allsopp are the

lederhosen-clad Tweedledee and Tweedledum of

sketch comedy. The masterminds behind A Porthole
into the Minds of the Vanquished have a knack for

fast-paced comedy and absurdism, without the

stereotypical fart jokes that often come with male

comic repartee.

While touring the country in different productions a

few years back, the Western Australian Academy of

Performing Arts graduates kept in contact via text messages. This wasn't your standard banter

between mates. Bizarre observations, poems and songs replaced the usual life updates.

Little did they know their random reflections, recorded by Allsopp in five books, would become a play

that has taken them from last year's Melbourne International Comedy Festival - where they were

nominated as best newcomers - to the Adelaide Cabaret Festival in June and the Edinburgh Fringe

Festival in August.

"We didn't think it was going to be a show," Allsopp says. "We needed to get this bizarre stuff out of

our heads and [wanted] to amuse each other. This was just to keep our creativity alive."

A collection of advertising jingles, horoscopes, breaking news reports and wacky game shows,

Porthole is as twisted as it is hilarious. The duo two-step about the stage in Bavarian costume, taking

the audience on a journey through paranoid insomniac observations. The theme song encapsulates

the jovial intentions, but there is a darkness beneath the musical theatre harmonies: "In a time of so

much certainty/We're the refreshing voice of confusion/It's a spiritual emergency that has/Brought us

to this conclusion."

The pair don't think of themselves as comics. They say the show is part cabaret, part theatre, part

stand-up, but it's wholeheartedly absurd and fits perfectly within the festival scene.
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"Surrealism and humour come pretty easily," Allsopp says. "Most of this stuff is stream of

consciousness.

"Drug-induced art has always fascinated me," he says, adding, "I can't handle drugs at all. But [I]

love anything that has spawned from drugs: the magic and imaginative alternative world."

Henderson: "It's pretty escapist, too. It's all questioning life in a way."

Such is the world inhabited by their wry reflections. There are elements of political satire, but above

all it lampoons consumerist culture and the media, thriving on "randomness, spontaneity and

unpredictability".

Together with their director-producer Ansuya Nathan and musical director Jeremy Brennan, Allsopp

and Henderson are reworking the latest version of the script when we meet. The first version was

delivered as a set of readings from their text-messaged scribbles, underpinned by a jazz pianist.

Nathan says it is best described as "finding the humour in anxiety".

"The darker it gets, the funnier it gets," she says. "You have no choice but to laugh. It's out there."

Henderson: "We're working on a bit of a soundtrack which is more Requiem for a Dream. We're

trying to break it down and develop the characters more."

The play was originally called A Portal into the Minds of the Vanquished, but Henderson's mother

suggested "porthole" was a quirkier substitution.

"The piece has grown into the title," Allsopp says, mentioning nautical themes, boats and fish,

dubbing the work a piece that is "out to sea" with its intentions. "We didn't even know what

'vanquished' meant."

Henderson: "The characters became more and more vanquished. It's the lighter side of those fairly

debilitating things - anxiety, paranoia. You want to laugh at those things about yourself."

Allsopp: "We're really interested in exploring black, black situations ... people laughing and not

knowing whether they should laugh. [But] we're just saying it is silly songs. People don't want to

come and see darkness.
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